discover art on the university of warwick

Sculpture Trail

take this map around the campus and see which of the sculptures you can find. there are two that we can't find pictures for, can you draw them in the frames? we don't know the names of two of the sculptures, can you find out what they are called?

8 grown in the field by avinash chauhan

13 series 1 by bernard schottlander

1 ly..........................

2 ly..........................

3 slab and bar relief by geoffrey clarke

4 ly..........................

5 white loam by liliane lim

6 forest 2011-3 planet by atsuo okamoto

there's some cool things to do on the back! yay!
some cool things to do......

- take a rubbing (tree bark is good)
- find things on your walk that you can use to make a sculpture (leaves, grass, stones)
- can you use your body to make the shape of your favourite sculpture? get your grown up to take a picture of you.
- find things at home that you could use to make a sculpture (lego, plasticine, paper, boxes, pots)
- write a story about your favourite sculpture

draw a picture of your favourite sculpture

Be an art detective ... can you work out what the sculpture is about?
* Look for clues ... what colour is it? how many different shapes can you see, what textures can you feel?
* What does it make you think of? a playground? sausage and bacon? birds?
* How was it made? Twisted? carved? Welded (two pieces of metal stuck together)?
* Why put it here? It fits the space? It needs shelter? It brings colour to the space?

did you enjoy the sculpture trail?
we'd love to here your feedback. to tell us what you think, please ask your grown up to email: artcollection@warwick.ac.uk
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